
 
Location: Kuala Lumpar, Malaysia

Role: Professional footballer for Kuala Lumpar FA
Major responsibilities: First year professional breaking into team

Demographics:
•18 years old
•Single

Languages: English, Bahasa Malaysia, Tamil

Profile: Abdullah bin Suleman. Is a first year professional playing in the Malaysian Premier League. He is a 
tenacious central midfielder with superb distribution skills. He has been selected to represent Malaysia at 
international U19 level on five occasions (scoring one goal). 

The Malaysian U19 team are also represented as Harimau Muda C in the  Malaysian FAM League (Third Tier).
Abdullah has had a couple of excellent seasons which eventually caught the eye of  newly promoted Kuala Lumpar 
FA who signed him on professional terms ahead of the new season.

In training he has shown excellent effort at Kuala Lumpa, however the Head Coach believes he is not developing 
quickly enough to be a first choice member of the squad. In particular his communication skills are underdeveloped 
and he is not yet gelling with other players in the squad. His coach also thinks that he is not yet adapting to life at a 
professional football team.

Personality: Abdullah is quiet but focussed. Communicating with others does not come easy to him.

Notable performances: Represented Malaysia in the 2013 AFF Youth Championship scoring 1 goal.

Spends his time: Listening to music. Following Islamic practices.

Abdullah bin Suleman



Scenario
As team sport psychologist, you are asked to work closely with Abdullah bin Suleman to help develop his psychological skills. 
The Head Coach recognises the player’s talent, but does not think his ready for first team football. In particular, he is unhappy 
with Abdullah’s on-field communication, following of instructions and cohesion with other players. The coach reveals that he is 
so frustrated with the player  that he has taken him to one side and shouted at him.

On your first consultation with the player you learn a number of things. Firstly, the player is feeling quite pressured in his new 
team. He feels that the coach and senior players are always critical of his performances in training, but he lacks the confidence 
to respond to them. Secondly, he is struggling to get used to a different style of play where he is no longer allowed to get 
forward, but is expected to sit in front of defence and break up play. Finally, he feels alone as the only Tamil in the squad 
(however, like many other members of the team he is a muslim).

The Task

1) Identify some the psychological issues that are manifesting in this scenario.

2) Write a mental training program that may help Abdullah

3) Make some recommendations to the coach as to how best to communicate with Abdullah and to integrate him into the team.


